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1 Introduction

First developed in 1986, optical trapping has become a viable method to analyze cells in a basic science setting. In particular, there have been many studies conducted that used optical tweezers to study sperm biology. One of these studies used fluorescent probes to analyze changes in sperm physiology and showed that laser trapping for less than 2 min resulted in a temperature rise of 1°C for every 100 mW of optical power while the sperm’s pH and genetic stability seem to be undisturbed. For experimental trapping of longer than 2 min, the sperm’s physiological vitality had a tendency to diminish, and many of the sperm died. The studies mentioned have mostly considered the physiological effects of optical tweezers on sperm function, but not the long-term effects of laser radiation on fertilization and subsequent development.

The two research groups who have attempted to test the effects of optical tweezers on fertilization and embryogenesis have had limited success due to the difficulty in trapping sperm and handling gametes. Specifically in 1995, Enginsu saw that only four out of 22 (18%) murine oocyte fertilization attempts passed the two-cell stage, and of those, only two passed into the blastocyst stage. In 1996, Clement-Sengewald determined that only 3.8% of bovine oocyte fertilization attempts yielded two pronuclei and a sperm tail within the cytoplasm after 20 h compared with 50% in controls. Clement-Sengewald mentioned “difficulties in catching sperm” and “prolonged exposure times to room temperature” as potential causes of the low fertilization rate. Enginsu reaffirmed these difficulties by mentioning that experimental conditions caused “an increased amount of time spent finding a spermatozoon in the droplet” as well as having to “increase the energy to maximum to be able to move and insert the mouse spermatozoon.”

To overcome these challenges, we have developed a custom microfluidic chamber using advances in soft lithography combined with an automated sperm tracking and trapping laser microscopy system. Specifically, this system isolates the sperm and eggs into separate chambers using microfluidics. When ready, the automated track and trap system then traps and moves sperm directly to the egg. In order to optimize experiment and instrument parameters, a simple model organism was chosen, the purple sea urchin, Strongylocentrotus purpuratus. This organism has gametes that are similar in size to mammalian gametes, but are much easier to obtain.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Microfluidic Chamber Fabrication

A multilayer microfluidic chamber was designed and optimized in Autocad (Autodesk, San Rafael, California) (Fig. 1). The chamber consists of channels with two heights of 20 and 150 μm. Sperm and eggs are loaded into separate 150-μm high channels. The sperm and egg channels are connected by 20-μm high channels. Sea urchin eggs (80-μm diameter) cannot fit through the channel while sperm can readily pass. Using optical trapping, sperm from the sperm-loading channel can be moved to the eggs in the egg-loading channel (Fig. 1).

Microfluidic designs were sent to a cleanroom for master mold fabrication (Stanford Microfluidics Foundry, Stanford, California). Mold fabrication was done using standard SU-8 photolithography. Upon obtained the mold, microfluidic chambers were cast using Sylgard 184 silicone. First, 100 g of Sylgard 184 silicone elastomeric base was mixed with 10 g of Sylgard 184 silicone elastomeric curing agent (Dow Corning, Midland, Michigan). The mixture was then placed into a vacuum desiccator to remove air bubbles. In a different vacuum desiccator, 2 mL of trichloromethylsilane was evaporated onto the master mold wafers for 20 min (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, Missouri). The elastomer mixture was poured onto the mold and left to cure on a hotplate at 80°C for 20 min. After being cured, the elastomer was removed from the master mold and trimmed into individual chambers. A 20-gauge blunt-tipped needle (0.603-mm inner diameter, 0.908-mm outer diameter) (McMaster Carr, Elmhurst, Illinois) was used to create input and output holes for the two inlets and shared outlet. The microfluidic chambers were subsequently mounted onto
In this current system, a novel 50 × 45 × 0.15 /C6 0.02 mm cover glasses (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, Massachusetts).

2.2 Sea Urchin Gamete Preparation

*S. purpuratus* gametes were obtained at the Scripps Institute of Oceanography (La Jolla, California) by injecting 0.5 M KCl into the sea urchin perivisceral body cavities. The injection of KCl causes gonadal muscle contractions and near-complete shedding of gametes.***S. purpuratus*** gametes were placed into 0.2-μm filtered seawater and transported to UCSD. Gametes were diluted to ∼30,000 cells per mL filtered seawater. Filtered seawater was supplemented with 0.5% (w/v) polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP40, Sigma-Aldrich) to reduce gamete adhesion in tubing.

The microfluidic chamber’s shared outlet was connected to an automated computer-controlled syringe infusion/withdrawal pump (KD Scientific, Holliston, Massachusetts). The two inlets were individually connected to 10-mL valved holding vessels. Connections were made using silicone tubing (0.79-mm inner diameter; 2.4-mm outer diameter) and 20-gauge hypodermic steel tubing (0.603-mm inner diameter; 0.908-mm outer diameter). The chambers were temperature controlled to 16ºC using a thermoelectric stage cooler (CL-100, Harvard Apparatus, Holliston, Massachusetts).

2.3 Optical System Setup

The optical trapping system is built around a Zeiss Axiovert S100 inverted microscope that uses a 1.3 NA 40x oil immersion phase II objective. The objective has a 49% transmission rate at 1064 nm that was measured using a modified double objective method. The laser source is a Spectra Physics BL-106C (1064 nm wavelength; 5 W average power, continuous wave) Nd:YVO4 laser (Newport, Newport, California) coupled to the side port of the microscope and focused onto the specimen plane to create a single-point three-dimensional (3-D) gradient laser trap. The maximum laser power focused into the specimen plane is 510 mW.

3 Results

3.1 Manipulation of Gametes Using Optical Trapping

Using the developed system, sperm and egg were easily isolated within the microfluidic chamber. The optical trap was used to transport sperm to the eggs through the 20-μm high connecting channels (Fig. 2 Video). Sperm were trapped and moved with 510 mW of focused laser power. The system was validated by moving 24 different sperm to unfertilized eggs.

4 Discussion

A system has been developed that allows for the fluidic and optical manipulation of sperm and eggs. Previously we have developed a microfluidic system for the optical ablation of a single cell type, surf clam oocytes. In this current system, a novel design has been developed that manipulates two cell types of differing morphology and physiology (motile sea urchin sperm with head lengths of approximately 5 μm and immotile eggs with diameters of approximately 80 μm). Manipulating two cell types requires a design that supports the transport of the two cell types without mixing and unwanted fertilization. In the developed design, this was achieved where sperm and eggs can be easily loaded into two separate areas within a custom microfluidic chamber (Fig. 1). After loading, selected sperm can be moved to the eggs using an optical trap. This system has been validated with sea urchin gametes, which approximate the size of mammalian gametes.

During the validation experiments, 24 different sperm were moved to unfertilized eggs. Of the 24 sperm moved to the egg, none of the sperm were able to achieve egg fertilization. Differences in physiology might account for the published fertilization success in mammalian species and the lack of success in sea urchins. One consideration is that the powers required to trap sea urchin sperm are much higher than those required to trap mammalian sperm. Clement-Sengewald used powers between 30 and 100 mW to trap bovine sperm. For all sea urchin sperm the maximum trap power (510 mW in the focus) was required, and only the weakest of sperm could be trapped. The weakest sperm selected may be the least likely to fertilize an egg. Also the 5.1°C heat shock upon trapping due the high powers used may be causing infertility.

Another possible reason for sea urchin infertility is that sea urchin eggs require higher concentrations of sperm to be

Fig. 1 Top view of the microfluidic chamber. Eggs flow from the egg inlet toward the shared outlet through 150-μm-height channels (black). Eggs reach smaller 20-μm-height channels (gray) that are impassable and are immobilized. Sperm are flowed from the sperm inlet to the shared outlet and can be moved to eggs using optical trapping.

50 × 45 × 0.15 ± 0.02 mm cover glasses (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, Massachusetts).

Fig. 2 Movement of trapped sperm from sperm channel to egg channel. (1 to 3 s) Sperm are motile and swimming in a circle. (4 s) The optical trap immobilizes the sperm. (5 to 14 s) The sperm is moved next to the egg. (15 s) The sperm is released from the trap. (16 s) The sperm resumes swimming near the egg. (Video MPEG, 9.6 MB) URL: http://dx.doi.org/10.1117/1.JBO.18.4.040501.1
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fertilized in vitro compared with mammalian species. To achieve 80% fertilization success, sea urchin eggs require sperm concentrations of approximately 5.8 x 10^5 sperm/mL, mice require approximately 2.5 x 10^6 sperm/mL, and humans require approximately 2.5 x 10^9 sperm/mL. Rothschild also noted high concentrations of sperm needed for sea urchin fertilization and suggested that sea urchins, which are externally fertilized, possibly need “sperm-sperm interactions of a physical nature” for fertilization. This idea supports single-sperm intracytoplasmic sperm injection in vitro fertilization experiments where fertilizations have been unsuccessful in sea urchins while successful in mammalian species.

In summary, a system has been designed and fabricated that allows for the optical and fluidic manipulation of sperm and eggs. This system has potential uses for in vitro fertilization of mammalian eggs. Clement-Sengewald and Enginsu published work describing successful fertilization of mammalian eggs using optical trapping, but also reported difficulty due to handling the gametes. By adding microfluidics to isolate and manipulate gametes, higher throughput, and higher fertilization rates than published by Clement-Sengewald et al. and Enginsu et al. should be possible.
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